APPLICATION OF THE CASE METHOD IN THE EDUCATIONAL PROCESS IN STUDYING THE COURSE OF INFECTIOUS DISEASES
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Introduction
Today there is a modernization and development of higher medical school through the introduction of high-tech, effective, innovative teaching methods that involve medical students in the process of active clinical thinking [3, 4].

Optimization of the educational process involves a comprehensive approach to solving a number of problems in order to improve the quality of training. At present, it is no longer possible to limit oneself to such requirements for students as competence in knowledge, skills and abilities. In all areas there is a need for a more competitive specialist who can work in a team, able to generate ideas and technologies for their implementation, has a tendency to innovate, can critically, efficiently and analytically work with huge amounts of information of various kinds.

A special role in this process belongs to information and communication technologies (ICT), among which the most important for the development of clinical disciplines are: distance technology, game technology (game learning), integrated learning, interactive (programmable, computer, multimedia), information technology, case technologies, collective methods of teaching, test (diagnostic, credit-rating) technologies, technologies of personality-oriented education, etc. [1].

When using ICT, the study of the subject becomes an interesting, attractive, creative activity, which improves the quality of education. The most important in the use of ICT is the opportunity to diversify practical classes with vivid manuals, visual examples, interactive tests and tasks that promote the development of medical thinking skills in medical students, forcing them to take an active part in the structure and process [5].

The main text We conducted a comparative analysis of the application of innovative methods of teaching the subject "Infectious Diseases" - case methods and...
We used case methods in the structure of the lesson on the same topic "Children's" drip infections (measles, rubella, mumps) in adults. Herpesvirus infections 1-5 types (herpes simplex, chicken pox and shingles, WEB and cytomegalovirus infection (infectious mononucleosis)."in students.

This section is studied in the 5th year and requires from the student deep knowledge of fundamental disciplines: pathological anatomy, pathological physiology, histology, microbiology, biochemistry, pharmacology, as well as therapeutic disciplines: therapy, gastroenterology and more. Such interdisciplinary horizontal integration is extremely necessary for students' comprehensive perception of etiopathogenesis, clinical manifestations of the disease and understanding of the problem of treatment of patients with diseases with airborne mechanism of infection.

To find rational ways to solve the problem and master the necessary practical skills, students are asked to analyze the clinical situation on a specific topic of practical training, which allows you to use the acquired knowledge from related disciplines. As material for cases, we use photographs of clinical manifestations of the disease, to which tasks or questions are developed.

All students were divided into 2 groups of levels by quantitative composition. The first group studied according to standard methods. The second - using the case method.

Indicators of material availability, degree of memorization, degree of student activity in class were evaluated. In addition, in order to objectify the results, uniform tests on the topic of the lesson were used. The analysis of the obtained data revealed that regardless of the initial level of preparation of students in groups where case methods were used, significantly more significant results were obtained on the evaluated parameters than in groups with a traditional teaching system. Thus, greater interest of students in analyzing the topic, greater activity and motivational interest in discussing clinical situations that require specific tasks, more active participation in cases of collegial analysis was observed in students of group 2 (21%). There was also a more competent interpretation and use of previously acquired knowledge in basic disciplines.

The test confirmed the subjective assessment, finding a higher percentage of correct answers in the groups engaged in the use of case methods (86%) compared with the groups of students engaged in the standard method (73%).

Active learning, in particular the case method, is significantly different from passive: forced activation of thinking is used, when the subject is forced to be active regardless of desire, because their activity should not be short-term or episodic, but largely stable and long (throughout occupation); active learning stimulates independent creative decision-making, increasing the degree of motivation and emotionality of students.

This approach is directed beyond the educational space, goes into the field of professional solutions to problems in a particular field of knowledge, forms interest and profile motivation. It opens up opportunities for future professionals to study complex and professionally significant issues in an emotionally favorable atmosphere of the educational process, to use the experience gained in real practice.
Conclusions
1. The use of case methods allows you to simulate any clinical situation necessary for students' knowledge, followed by in-depth analysis and analysis.
2. The use of innovative teaching methods in the structure of classes on infectious diseases has led to a more significant assimilation of material by students, especially the clinical part.
3. The use of case methods allows to bring students as close as possible to the conditions of real clinical practice, to feel the complexity of the doctor's work, especially in urgent situations and develops the skills to quickly make the right medical decision.
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Abstract. A comparative analysis of the traditional form of training and the use of the case method in the study of the topic "Children's" drip infections (measles, rubella, mumps) in adults. Herpesvirus infections 1-5 types (herpes simplex, chickenpox and shingles, WEB) - and cytomegalovirus infections (infectious mononucleosis). "The advantage of using the case method in the educational process with medical students is shown.
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